would represent a major victory for President Joe Biden on amendments to the package -- expected to hold two procedural votes on the bill today -- if it holds two procedural votes on the bill today.

The US Senate moved slowly yesterday, after a fire broke out at the national's biggest investment in the country, which experts had linked to climate change.

The fire was doused by late yesterday afternoon, after the government failed to contain it since it began on Saturday.

The Taliban tightened the noose around southern Afghanistan yesterday, capturing three more provincial capitals as it took their last remaining stronghold, the capital, Kabul. The insurgents said on Twitter that they would withdraw all their forces from the city by the end of the month.

The Taliban has ambitions of expanding its control over the country's borderlands, which are rich in coal, gas, and oil. The group also said it would not allow any foreign forces to enter the country.

Qatar offers team leaves for Greece

Evacuations, despair as fires ravage Greek island Evia

Taliban seize 3 more state capitals in northern blitz
QC builds health centre in Somalia

S omalia’s First Lady Saynab Abdi Moallim handed the Qatari support to the Somali people, which are extended to implement develop- mental projects and alleviate the suffering of the vulnerable in times of adversities.

This gesture in a speech delivered during the inaugural ceremony of the health centre built by Qatar Charity (QC) in the Galkayo state of Somaliland, is considered to be an integrated hospital for the people in the area, within the duration of philanthropists for Qatar in implementing develop- mental projects in several fields.

All Dahi MM, Vice President of Galkayo state, indicated that the centre is the offspring of the help given during the past two decades. He added that the nearest health centre was about 25km from the city, which exposes patients and pregnant women to dangers due to its proximity to rugged roads, and lack of facil- ities.

The centre includes a rep- resentative, health department, in addition to doctors’ rooms and nurses’ rooms.

The centre is expected to provide integrated health services, such as first aid for emergency cases, maternal and child health services, vaccination services for children and pregnant women, health awareness and educa- tion, and treatment. Nearly 20,000 people from the city and its neighbor- ing areas benefit from the services of the centre.

The centre has been interactive with youth groups during the coronavirus pandemic to promote youth skills, in domestic tourism and above highlights the importance of tourism.

The programme for the youth groups during the coronavirus pandemic has been interactive with the circle of participants for fuel cells systems or removal of CO.

The centre is expected to provide integrated health services, such as first aid for emergency cases, maternal and child health services, vaccination services for children and pregnant women, health awareness and educa- tion, and treatment. Nearly 20,000 people from the city and its neighbor- ing areas benefit from the services of the centre.

Al-Muraikhi meets Tunisian and Hungarian ambassadors

HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi met yesterday with the outgoing Tunisian ambassador to Qatar Fethi Benyoussef, HE Al-Muraikhi thanked the ambassador for his efforts in supporting and strengthening bilateral relations, and wished him success in his new mission.

Qatar Youth Hostels launches ‘Googleg Local Guide’

Qatar Youth Hostels has launched Googgle Local Guide as the first initiative by youth groups during the coronavirus pandemic.

The programme for the youth groups during the coronavirus pandemic has been successful in supporting and strengthening bilateral relations, and wished him success in his new mission.

Qatar-Bangladesh ties reviewed

HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad Al-Muraikhi met yesterday with the Tunisian ambassador to Qatar Fethi Benyoussef, HE Al-Muraikhi thanked the ambassador for his efforts in supporting and strengthening bilateral relations, and wished him success in his new mission.

Algerian FM meets Qatar’s envoy

Algeria’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and National Community Abroad, Abdelkrim Lamia, met yesterday with the outgoing Qatari ambassador to Algeria Hassan bin Ibrahim Al-Malki. During the meeting, bilateral relations were reviewed. The Algerian minister thanked the ambassador for his efforts to develop bilateral relations.

QU faculty gets new patent to remove carbon monoxide from car exhaust

P rof Farah Yousaf Al-A_landizi, a professor of Organic Chemistry at Qatar University’s (QU) College of Arts and Sciences, has got a new patent to remove carbon monoxide emitted through car exhaust by catalytic conversion into less toxic carbon dioxide.

The catalyst reported herein may have potential application as a com- ponent of the three-way catalytic con- verters, she has explained in a state- ment. “The research involves developing a new catalyst that can function as a converter in the method reforming process for fuel cells operating at extreme CO poisoning in carbon dioxide laser eyepieces.”

The catalytic CO/350° F (supra carbon dioxide laser) nanotubes composition constitutes an active and stable catalyst to convert the highly toxic carbon monoxide in exhaust or fuel gas to less toxic carbon dioxide.

“Carbon monoxide is a very toxic gas in the methanol reforming process for fuel cells operating at extreme CO poisoning in carbon dioxide laser eyepieces,” Prof Al-Alandizi said.

“With our catalyst, we can produce at large scale a tunable catalyst through environmentally and economically-friendly approach,” Al-Alandizi added.
RECORDING OLYMPIC DREAMS SINCE 1932

Every athlete has a dream. It lives in their heart and it pushes them towards victory. At the Olympic Games in Tokyo, these dreams will be given a stage. This is the moment when inspiration meets performance, when ambition meets precision, and when the Official Timekeeper OMEGA records it all.
Officials caution against Delta Covid variant, urge people to get vaccinated

MoPH reports total Covid recoveries increases to 224,838

Leading healthcare officials have cautioned Qatar’s population about the Delta variant of the coronavirus (Covid-19) and stressed that this is not yet vaccinated to get its dose of the world.

In a video message shared on the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) social media channels, Dr Yusef Al-Maslamani, medical director of Hamad General Hospital, called on Qataris to get vaccinated to protect themselves and others.

Dr Al-Maslamani explained the importance of continuing to follow Covid-19 precautionary measures.

“Several Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted gradually in the country, we think people are becoming complacent,” he added. “I urge everyone to adhere to precautionary measures against the pandemic.”

He added that Qataris should get vaccinated as there have been 34 new confirmed cases of the coronavirus (Covid-19) among the community and 69 new confirmed cases of the coronavirus (Covid-19) among travellers, according to QNA.

The MoPH recorded 311 recoveries from the coronavirus (Covid-19), bringing the total number of cases recovered to 224,838.

Recall of Infiniti and Nissan Patrol models

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MoCI) has announced limb of its own service to separate supply cards from lecturer supply cards, through the supply services platform on its website.

This initiative is a part of the ministry’s efforts to develop its own supply services and procedures as well as facilitate the services being provided to citizens.

In a statement released, the MoCI said it is also possible to apply to obtain a Supplier/Imported Card by attaching a certificate of livestock possession, issued by the Livestock Department at the MME.

The mission behind the new service is to support the supply cards service program to its electronic services platform on its website.

The new service allows citizens to issue a food supply card; which is a certificate of livestock possession, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture, that of disbursing fodder to carter for the livestock.

The designated authorities referred 88 violations of Covid protocols to prosecution for not wearing masks in places where they are mandatory, and 11 for not adhering to social distancing measures.

In recent weeks the combined impact of vaccination and increasing vaccination rates, and the overwhelming support of citizens, has resulted in a consistent reduction in the number of new daily infections in the country.

The MoPH urged all citizens to continue to follow Covid-19 precautionary measures and get vaccinated.

MoCI introduces new service for supply cards on online platform

The MoPH urged all citizens to continue to follow Covid-19 precautionary measures and get vaccinated.

MoCI urges all citizens to continue to follow Covid-19 precautionary measures and get vaccinated.

MoCI urges all citizens to continue to follow Covid-19 precautionary measures and get vaccinated.
beIN launches offers packed with sports, entertainment

Global sports and entertainment broadcaster, beIN Media Group, has launched offers to celebrate the start of a new wave of sports content with some entertainment content for the entire family. The various promotions provide prospective and existing subscribers across all 24 countries the chance to enjoy four rounds of free-streaming, or a browsing experience for new subscriptions. beIN will exclusively broadcast sports tournaments this summer and beyond, including the European Leagues - Ligue 1 (August 8 until May 21), Premier League (August 14 until May 22), La Liga (August 31 until May 22) and the UEFA Champions League (Sep- tember 1 until May 21), the UEFA Europa League (August 11 until May 23), the UEFA Women’s Champions League (August 10 until May 22) and the UEF A Champions League (Sep- tember 22) and the UEF A Women’s Champions League (September 23 until May 22) and the UEF A Women’s Champions League (September 23 until May 22). The channel will also be the broadcasting the NFL Super Bowl (August 13 until Septem- ber 23), the 2022 Africa Cup of Nations at the start of 2022, and the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 (November 21 until December 18, 2022).

The group’s entertainment channels promise viewers the best in movies, series, kids’ content and more through its beIN promises to viewers the best in movies, series, kids’ content and more through its beIN entertainment channels, including beIN Sports 1, beIN Sports 2, beIN Sports 4, beIN Series, beIN Drama, JeemTV, beIN Kids, beIN Music, beIN Romance, and beIN Kids channels amongst others.

“With graphic viewings of Qatar – beIN Sports 1, beIN Sports 2, beIN Sports 4 and beIN Series will continue to feature the biggest tournaments and matches this summer. We hope our viewers in Mena continue to enjoy our unique class content through- out the reminder of the summer season and beyond,” beIN Media acting CEO Mohamed Al-Subaie said in a statement.

The movies include family-friendly movie Space Jam: A New Legacy, featuring NBA star Lebron James, action thriller Top Gun: Maverick, beIN Sports 1, new releases Despicable Me 3 and Madagascar 4, and beIN Series 1, Action, Family, Romance, Action, Series, and Historical channels amongst others.

To reward new subscribers, the group has launched offers to celebrate the start of a new wave of sports content with some entertainment content for the entire family. The various promotions provide prospective and existing subscribers across all 24 countries the chance to enjoy four rounds of free-streaming, or a browsing experience for new subscriptions.

Science India Focus: QFIF is launching a science programme under the theme of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’, to commemorate 75 years of India’s independence of India. The programme is aimed at encouraging students, professionals, researchers, principals, students and parents to work together towards achieving the goals of the National Council of Science and Technology Communication (NCSTC) held in India annually by the National Children’s Science Congress (NCSC) and the National Children’s Science Congress (NCSC) will handhold activity where students get an opportunity to apply their knowledge of science to address real-life problems in their community development.

This is based on the guidelines of National Children’s Science Congress (NCSC) to involve students annually by the National Council of Science and Technology Communication. Participating students carry out a science project under a guide, based on the NCSC’s theme and validated by the NCSC’s theme and validated by the NCSC’s theme.

The Souq Suite is perfect for a staycation or guests visiting Doha – it offers the best of both worlds in terms of luxury and proximity to one of the most vibrant and exciting parts of Doha,” Akkari said. "All of this Souq Suites have terraces from the desert sand and dunes colour schemes and the plush yet understated furnishings. Within the suite, traditional Qatari and Arabic-inspired features can be seen everywhere, including the inspired décor that takes inspiration from the desert sand and dunes colour schemes and the plush yet understated furnishings.

被判全球性品牌影响力与传播力，beIN Media Group，已正式宣布要庆祝的体育赛事的开始，而同时提供娱乐内容给全家。各种促销提供新老观众在24个国家享受4轮免费流媒体，或浏览新订阅体验。beIN将独家转播体育赛事这夏季和更远，包括欧洲联赛 - 法甲（8月8日至5月21日）、英超（8月14日至5月22日）、西甲（8月31日至5月22日）和欧洲冠军联赛（9月22日至5月21日）。渠道也将转播NFL超级碗（8月13日至9月23日）、2022卡塔尔世界杯（2022年11月21日至12月18日）和2022年欧洲国家联赛（9月21日至5月22日）、欧洲冠军联赛（9月22日至5月21日）和欧洲冠军联赛（9月22日至5月21日）。

“我们希望我们的观众在Mena继续享受我们的独特经典内容，贯穿整个夏季及之后。”beIN Media执行总裁Mohamed Al-Subaie说。

这些电影包括家庭友好电影《太空豪杰2：新传奇》（Space Jam: A New Legacy），由美国职业篮球联赛明星球员勒布朗·詹姆斯主演的动作片《壮志凌云》（Top Gun: Maverick）、beIN Sports 1的新片《小黄人3》（Despicable Me 3）和《马达加斯加4》（Madagascar 4），以及beIN Series 1的剧集《行动》（Action）、《家庭》（Family）、《爱情》（Romance）、《动作》（Series）和《历史》（Historical）频道。

为奖励新订阅者，该集团推出了庆祝体育赛事的开始而同时提供娱乐内容的促销。各种促销为新老观众在24个国家享受4轮免费流媒体，或浏览新订阅体验。
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have been accused by the United States of using a vast, coordinated social media campaign to spread disinformation about Qatar in an effort to disrupt its economy and undermine its political influence. The campaign, known as Project Azadi, involved the use of social media platforms and pro-Qatar entities to spread false narratives and disinformation. The Saudi and Emirati governments have denied any involvement in Project Azadi, but evidence has emerged suggesting their role in the campaign.

The campaign was launched in 2019 as part of a broader dispute between Qatar and its Gulf neighbors, which has been ongoing since 2017. The dispute began when Qatar was accused of supporting terrorism and was embargoed by its Gulf neighbors, including Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. The sanctions were lifted in 2020, but the tension between the countries remains.

The US lawsuit, filed by a law firm representing the families of the victims of the 2017 attack on the US embassy in Manama, alleges that the Saudi and Emirati governments were behind the campaign. The lawsuit accuses the governments of using social media to spread false narratives about Qatar, including the assertion that Qatar supports terrorism and is a sponsor of radical Islam.

The lawsuit claims that the campaign was coordinated by a network of pro-Qatar entities, including the Qatari royal family, the Qatari government, and a network of pro-Qatar foundations and charities. The lawsuit also claims that the campaign was financed by the Saudi and Emirati governments, and that they provided financial support to the pro-Qatar entities.

The lawsuit seeks damages of $12 billion, and it alleges that the campaign has caused significant harm to Qatar's economy and political influence. It also alleges that the campaign has resulted in the loss of business for Qatari companies and the loss of revenue for the Qatari government.

The lawsuit is significant because it is the first time that a legal action has been taken against the Saudi and Emirati governments for their alleged role in spreading disinformation about Qatar. It is also a rare example of a high-profile legal action against a government for its role in a political dispute.

The lawsuit is likely to be closely watched by observers of the Middle East, and it could have significant implications for the ongoing dispute between Qatar and its Gulf neighbors. It also highlights the growing importance of social media in political disputes, and the role of governments in using social media to influence public opinion.

The lawsuit is also likely to have implications for the future of social media in the Middle East, and the role of governments in using social media to influence public opinion. It could also set a precedent for future legal actions against governments for their role in spreading disinformation.

The lawsuit is a reminder of the growing importance of social media in political disputes, and the role of governments in using social media to influence public opinion. It also highlights the need for greater transparency and accountability in the use of social media for political purposes.
**Thailand**

The 1988 uprising heralded the pro-democracy movement that the military violently quelled by opening fire on protesters and killing hundreds of demonstrators in a campaign, red-clad protesters are killed in clashes with security forces. The new government, led by General Prayuth Chan-ocha, has toughened laws to criminalize dissent, and the military has repeatedly used lethal force to quell protests.

**Singapore**

The Singapore government will adopt foreign workers' rights into its national constitution with new government measures to make it harder for employers to discriminate against workers, the minister said yesterday. The new measures include a new law to cap the number of foreign workers in the country, a minimum wage, and new protections against discrimination.

**Brunei**

Brunei imposes strict measures to halt the spread of COVID-19. Authorities have declared a state of emergency and announced new restrictions, including closing schools, universities, and mosques, in an effort to stem the spread of the virus.

**Vietnam**

Vietnam reports record 9,690 virus infections. The country has recorded 210,405 Covid-19 infections and over 2,400 deaths. Vietnam remains one of the countries with the lowest transmission rates of COVID-19.

**Australia's east coast struggles with Delta outbreaks**

Queuing up for Covid vaccine

**Alibaba suspends several staff after assault claims**

China's e-commerce giant Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. has suspended several employees following a investigation of workplace misconduct, according to the company.

**Myanmar protestors mark 1988 uprising anniversary**

Myanmar's military junta has arrested or detained dozens of people in recent weeks, according to the country's main opposition party, the National League for Democracy (NLD).

**Kim calls for relief work in flood-hit areas**

South Korean President Moon Jae-in has ordered the military to provide emergency relief to flood-stricken areas, as heavy rain and landslides have left at least 11 people dead and 26 others missing.

**Alibaba Group Holding Ltd.**

China's e-commerce giant Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. has suspended several employees following an investigation of workplace misconduct, according to a statement.

**Firefighting efforts to control a fire at a Nokia factory in Bangladesh**

Firefighters work to douse a fire at a Nokia factory in Bangladesh, killing at least 24 people and造成 dozens of others injured. The factory produces mobile phones and other electronic goods.
California wildfire spreads

The monstrous Dixie Fire in northern California continued to grow on Friday, making it the largest fire in the state's history. By Saturday, the fire had destroyed 404 structures – gutting 20 nearby homes – in an area of 447,723 acres. At least 400 businesses and homes are in a very bad way. "This is a really bad day," said Governor Gavin Newsom.

Dealing with the fire is extremely challenging. "We are fighting to save homes in the towns of Greenville and Hornbrook," said Governor Newsom.

This is the third major fire in northern California, confusing some people who are confused about fire. One person was found dead in a mobile home in the path of the fire. Another person was rescued from a burning home.

The Dixie Fire has already destroyed 404 structures – including the historic town of Greenville. The fire is growing at a rate of 15,000 acres per day.

The fire is expected to last until mid-October. It is still too early to determine the final size of the fire.

California is one of the most fire-prone states in the United States. The number of wildfires has increased in recent years.
The Home Office has recorded 70 racist incidents at UK asylum accommodation “worked well” – a significant increase in raci
The next three weeks are critical in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic in Qatar and around the world. As Dr Abdullatif al-Khal, chair of National Strategic COVID-19 Taskforce, stated in an interview with the European Union, its executive arm, can credibly speak for the bloc on economic issues of global concern. Moreover, the G20 process is one that strengthens the EU’s voice in international forums. The G20 is the most important international forum for coordination of macroeconomic policies. It is where the EU’s central role in global economic governance is defined. The G20 is a forum of developed and developing countries, including the EU, which gives it a unique position as a bridge between the developed and developing worlds. It is where the EU can make its voice heard on global economic issues such as climate change, sustainable development, and the fight against corruption.

Moreover, admitting the AU to an expanded G20 would be a significant step towards democratic governance and multilateralism. The AU is a key player in the global governance system, and its inclusion in the G20 would enable it to shape the global agenda and contribute to its objectives. The G20 deliberations on major global issues such as climate change, sustainable development, and the fight against corruption would benefit enormously from the AU’s participation. The AU’s participation in the G20 could help to bridge the gap between the developed and developing worlds and contribute to the achievement of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

In conclusion, the G20’s decision to invite the AU to join the group would be a significant step towards democratic governance and multilateralism. The AU’s participation in the G20 would enable it to shape the global agenda and contribute to its objectives. The G20 deliberations on major global issues such as climate change, sustainable development, and the fight against corruption would benefit enormously from the AU’s participation. The AU’s participation in the G20 could help to bridge the gap between the developed and developing worlds and contribute to the achievement of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
Blaze ravages Evia island ‘like a horror movie’

Evia island in Greece has been ravaged by a forest fire, described by some as ‘like a horror movie’.

The blaze, which started on Monday, has engulfed forests across the island, forcing thousands of people to evacuate their homes. At least 2,000 people have been evacuated so far, with more expected as the fire continues to spread.

The fire has already burned thousands of acres of land, destroying homes and forcing residents to flee for their lives. The authorities have warned that the situation is expected to worsen in the coming days due to high temperatures and strong winds.

Local officials have appealed for help in extinguishing the flames, which have spread rapidly due to the dry conditions on the island.

Evacuated people are being accommodated in hotels and other accommodations. The Greek government has declared a state of emergency in the area.

Navalny close ally leaves Russia amid crackdown

The close ally of opposition leader Alexei Navalny, Svetlana Sobol, has left Russia after being placed under house arrest.

Sobol, who is known for her critical views of the Russian government, has been under house arrest for over a year. She was accused of violating the terms of her parole for a case she said was politically motivated.

On Saturday, Sobol announced that she had left the country and was seeking political asylum in Europe. She said she was leaving to protect herself and her family from further persecution.

Russian reports 22,866 new Covid cases, 787 deaths

Russia reported 22,866 new Covid cases and 787 deaths on Saturday, bringing the total number of confirmed cases in the country to 6,447,750 since the pandemic began.

The number of cases has been increasing steadily in recent weeks, raising concern about a possible new surge in infections. The country’s healthcare system has been under pressure due to the ongoing pandemic.

Prehistoric cave paintings in Spain show Neanderthals

Prehistoric cave paintings in Spain show Neanderthals using red ochre pigment for artistic purposes.

Scientists have discovered that Neanderthals used red ochre pigment in their artwork, contrary to previous beliefs that only modern humans were capable of creating such art.

The discovery, made in a cave in northern Spain, suggests that Neanderthals had a sense of aesthetics and creativity.

Health passes spread around the world

Health passes, or ‘green passes’, are being introduced around the world to allow people to travel and attend events without having to show a negative COVID test or proof of being vaccinated.

The passes are being used in various forms, from digital cards to paper certificates, and are widely accepted in countries such as Israel, Switzerland, and certain regions in Italy.

The humble Alpine ‘dirndl’ dress

The humble Alpine ‘dirndl’ dress, which has been worn by women in Austria for centuries, is being exported worldwide, proving its immense appeal.

The dress, which originated in Upper Austria, is characterized by a bodice and a long skirt, with a white apron in some variations. It is made of lightweight fabric, usually cotton, and is often decorated with embroidered flowers.

The dress is worn for various occasions, from everyday life to special events like weddings and festivals. It has become a symbol of Austrian culture and is loved by many people around the world.
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Prajavali Bharatiya Samman Award presented to pillar of community

By Joseph Agulnor

The 54th Anniversary ASEAN Day was celebrated in Doha yesterday.

Left: Asian diplomats and officials present at the event.

Ambassadors highlight warm ties with Qatar on ASEan Day

By Joey Agulnor

The cordial relations between Qatar and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Association) has highlighted the 54th anniversary celebration of the establishment of ASEAN partnership.

"The ASEAN welcomes the progress on the COVID-19 pandemic, and expresses its appreciation to the efforts of Qatar and the ASEAN countries, in particular, for its contribution in the response to the pandemic," said HE al-Rumaihi.

"This theme portrays ASEAN’s collective commitment to care for its people and prepare for future opportunities and challenges," he added.

"We care, we prepare, we prosper," he underscored.

"The chairmanship of Brunei Darussalam this year, with the goal of ensuring that the whole ASEAN region, Qatar included, has successfully maintained the peace and stability in the South East Asia region," Hassan stated.

"In this regard, we put aside our differences and work together to widen the doors of a more prosperous region," he added.

"We recognize the ASEAN Way," the ambassador stated.

The Asian Day in Doha was attended by diplomats from 10 ASEAN nations, including Australia, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar, as well as Qatar’s top officials and dignitaries. The event was also attended by representatives of the ASEAN Community, as well as the Qatari leadership and Indian community in Qatar as the guest of honor.

"The Immunisation project will provide an additional quarter of a million girls," the official said.

"I am deeply honored and humbled by this award," Dr Thomas said. "I dedicate this award to the Indian community in Qatar as well as to my Turkish colleagues, who were instrumental in setting up several initiatives here in Qatar, especially during the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic situation in Qatar."

"It is also recognition for the Indian community in Qatar as well as a recognition of the support and the commitment of the Indian community in Qatar," the Indian Embassy in Doha said.

"Dr Thomas has worked tirelessly and selflessly for the community here in Qatar and in India," the envoy said.

"He has also worked on global health issues, including the COVID-19 pandemic, and the provision of healthcare in conflict-affected areas."